DESPAIR
AND HOW TO DEAL WITH IT

—E.J. Rawls

As a party member, a protagonist from La Pura Vida embarked on his journey and embarked on a mission. What started as a simple request for aid ended up stretching over months. Everymiracle, every challenge, every victory, every lesson learned, and every step taken towards fulfilling his grand vision. Now, having achieved it, he finally feels the exhaustion that comes after years of relentless pursuit.

The main theme of depression is the loss of the sense of control and the loss of one's value system. It's understanding what life is about, how it's organized, and how it's perceived. The perception of the world and one's place within it is redefined. The loss of control can be due to a variety of factors, including personal, social, economic, or environmental. When these factors interact, they can create a sense of hopelessness and despair.

The most effective measures in treating depression are medical treatments such as medication, psychotherapy, and support groups. Medication can help stabilize mood swings and reduce symptoms. Psychotherapy can help address the underlying issues and provide coping strategies. Support groups can offer a sense of community and understanding.

In conclusion, depression is a serious and treatable condition. It's important to seek professional help and not to suffer in silence. The journey may be long, but with the right support, it is possible to find hope and resilience.
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EVENTS

APRIL 10 — APRIL 17, 1975

MUSIC

SCIENCE and ENGINEERING FAIR:ocommunity among San Francisco Bay Area high and junior high schools. Featuring Science Exhibition, Science Festival, Public Lecture. March 25 - April 12. Booths open 9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m., weekdays; 11 a.m. - 4 p.m., weekends. University of California at Berkeley.

GOLDEN GATE WILDLIFE FESTIVAL: at the Golden Gate State Fair, San Mateo. Open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Various exhibits, activities, and entertainment.

LECTURES AND READINGS

LECTURES AND READINGS:

ARTS AND ARTS:


THEATRE


LISEZ: Le Centre des Arts, in collaboration with the French Cultural Institute. April 10, 7:30 p.m. 

GALLERIES

NEW YORK GALLERY:


THEATRE


DANCE


FILMS


SPORTS


CALIFORNIA PRESENTS

WEDDING

WELDING

TODAY WE WED: the wedding of Steve Evante and Wanda Atwood. University of California, Berkeley. April 10, 5 p.m. Free.

ACCESSORIES FOR THE HOME: a selection of unique and functional items. California Pacific Market, Berkeley. April 10, 3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

New Seed Sells: an extensive selection of seeds for storage and gardening. California Pacific Market, Berkeley. April 10, 3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
LENNY's OR dm ANG Thelma Price. 905 North Seabury. 254-5981.
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STEREO SALE

Ernie inventory for sale!
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How Roots give your feet a good feeling, then send it up your spine.

To use the idea behind Roots, take a side view of the shoe. Notice how the curve at the back of the heel is a natural part of your foot. Roots is a shoe line of the same part of your shoe. You stand straight as muscle in the back of your legs and the small of your back springing to life to help hold you up and move you around.

Now consider that curve in your side called the arch. If you found a good fit of arches on a hard local ground, unprepared shoes are very easy to walk in. Roots are made from the same kind of Canadian hide, and lined with soft cushioning.

All said, Roots bring a good, natural feeling to the presenter's position, and movement of the body is balanced and comfortable. Roots is the best choice for people who spend hours on their feet.

City feet need Roots.

Rocks are sold only at Roots shops.

City feet need Roots.
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